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Our Mission

		

Is to empower the people of Eswatini
with relevant information and life skills
in order to deal with the problem and
threat posed by the Gender Based Violence (GBV) & HIV/AIDS Pandemic.
Department and Department teams
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Finance
Monitoring & Evaluation
		
Prevention
Child Protection
Care and Support
Reception
Hygiene
Security
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Is to reduce the incident of Gender Based Violence (GBV) and HIV/AIDS among Swazis by
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Gender Based Violence (GBV) and HIV/AIDS Pandemic.
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EDITORIAL

As we begin the New Year we hope and pray for a sustainable solution to the double threat of
Gender Based Violence (GBV) and Teenage Pregnancy (TP) in the Kingdom of Eswatini. Research and
empirical evidence suggest that GBV and TP have reached epidemic proportions in Eswatini and have
stalled the country’s socio-economic development. We hope for the speedy implementation of The
National Strategy to End Violence in Swaziland 2017 – 2022 which is an all-encompassing approach
in the fight against all forms of violence against women and girls. We also appreciate the gusto that
has been demonstrated by the Judiciary in implementing the Sexual Offences and Domestic Violence
(SODV) Act of 2018. We believe that this piece of legislation will act as a deterrent to would be
offenders and hence lead to a violence free Eswatini. May I take this opportunity to wish our
partners and clients a happy and fruitful year ahead. The Editor, Tyson Nhlabathi.

Eswatini is still struggling with health service delivery despite all efforts by a lot of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). Adolescent pregnancy is a complex issue that requires a community-wide solution. Anyone who influences young people—or cares about their health and futures—
can play a role in preventing teen pregnancy.
The NATICC program utilises a three-pronged approach in order to prevent teenage pregnancy
in Eswatini: Skills development; Sexuality education; and improved access to sexual reproductive
health services.

What is Family Conferencing?
Family conferencing (FC) may be used at any time after a social worker or para social worker has identified child
protection risk and a child who needs protection and the social worker and parent(s) consent and agree that such a
meeting would be appropriate to plan for the safety and wellbeing. Conferences are seen by many as one of the key
ways of reengaging families with young people and providing ways to support them within the community structures
(Maxwell & Morris 1993).
Family Conferencing is comparable with the Endlini Kagogo concept in Swaziland. In Swaziland families have a long
history of dealing with crisis and solving problems by convening their own network of members and supports to help
address both routine family issues and emergencies. Endlini Kagago means “at grandma’s place” These natural networks, usually informally organized are seen as means of adding problem solving expertise and expanding the family’s
strengths. In case of problems such as financial pressures, employment needs, domestic conflicts, child rearing and
child management issues and health needs, for instance, a family meeting is convened by the family elders to cartel
resources and expertise to so lve the problem. Prior to the development of formal social service helping systems, families had only their own friends, neighbors and churches to rely on .
Using FC in Eswatini is not an alien venture but it is invoking the Kingdom to embrace a concept already imbedded in
Swazi customs. The formal social services systems of today have attempted, with mixed success, to replace some of the
support which families can offer with formal social service structures. Sometimes these service systems often presume
to know better than parents do and regrettably they attempt to substitute a categorical array of services for many of
the informal supports a family might choose for itself. Plans for families may be prescriptive and coercive, failing to incorporate the family’s perspective, knowledge and resources in either goal setting or selection of services. As a result,
many fami lies commonly react to the experience of being forced to change, may resist the intervention and complying only in appearance. To be continued on the following publication...
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NATICC, JA ESWATINI FINALLY PARTNERED IN FIGHTING TEENAGE PREGNANCY AT SCHOOLS
As school drop outs due to teenage pregnancy continue to rise amongst
teenage girls in Eswatini, NATICC has also strengthened its interventions
by consorting with Junior Achievement (JA). The aim of the partnership
is to actively engage teenage girls in entrepreneurship skills development
and Sexual Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHR) education. This
intervention will stimulate the natural creativity of the teenage girls that
will enable them to simultaneously start their own companies, engage
in safe sexual behavior whilst also pursuing academic excellence. This
will ensure that they are always kept busy by their school work and
their companies on their spare time. This will ensure that they avoid the
temptation of early sexual debut as an idle mind is said to be the devil’s
workshop. The partnership is set to benefit 6 schools within NATICC
catchment areas. These schools include Nzongomane High, Makhosini
High, Mbukwane High, Nkhungwini High, Edwaleni High and Mantambe
High respectively.
JA Eswatini is renowned for its innovation approach in instilling an
entrepreneurial culture into in and out of school youth and empowering
them with economic and financial literacy while exposing them to the
workplace. NATICC is also prominent in its SRHR education and capacity
building amongst the youth.

Participants

Speakers

The launch of this noble partnership was held at the NATICC conference
room on the 1st day of March 2019. It was attended by the Directors and
staff of both organizations, Head Teachers and Career Guidance Teachers
from all six schools.

NATICC Executive Director Mr Sisekelo Nzima and JA Executive
Director Mr Siboniso Madlopha signing the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU).
Building Relationships Endurance and Dignity
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Speaking during the launch of the partnership NATICC Director Sisekelo Nzima
expressed sheer optimist about the outcome of the collaboration. “NATICC is
working in line with the Kings vision of making Eswatini a first world country
by educating and empowering young girls as any school girl that gets pregnant
puts the national vision at risk.” He said.
His words were echoed by JA Eswatini Executive Director Siboniso Madlopha who
accentuated the need for our schools to produce employers rather than employees.
In his highly charged speech the Director expressed his disappointment at the
bleak economic future that currently face Eswatini. “If we do not invest in the
economic empowerment of our young people let us start building bigger prisons
and rehabilitation centers now. It’s a choice that we need to make today. We have
5000 graduates that come out of our universities each year and less than 800 find
jobs. We really need to start investing in training employers rather than employees.

NATICC staff, JA Eswatini staff and teachers partaking the
proceedings on the partnership.
Madlopha also lamented the plight of the students who are considered brilliant.
“The third class students are the ones that are creating employment for the first
class students. The C and D students are the ones that tend to become employers
for the A and B students”

Photo Shoot

The Head Teachers also took turns in expressing their excitement about the
partnership. They felt like the partnership
with JA was long overdue. “I wish we could
just start implementing the project right now
it is long overdue. This is indeed a brilliant
initiative for the students” he said.
Also present during the launch was
NATICCs Project Coordinator Mr Helge
Nupen. Mr Nupen thanked everyone present
and expressed hope that the partnership
NATICCs Project Coordinatorwill be successful and fruitful as the two
Mr Helge Nupen making hisorganizations endeavor to fight teenage
remarks during the partnership.pregnancy and empower young people
economically. He gave an example of the
article he saw in the local newspaper of the national budget and acknowledged
that NATICC and JA are on the right track in empowering young people on
financial issues.
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90 Pastors capacitated
on GBV, SRHR, TPP and
Child Protection

Orphaned and Vulnerable girls
In an attempt to stimulate the body of Christ to play a prominent role in
more susceptible to early sexual
the fight against Gender Based Violence (GBV) and Teenage pregnancy
debut.
NATICC hosted a 1 day workshop for 90 Church Leaders from churches
around the Shiselweni region. The churches that were present during the
A recent study that was conducttraining were Swedish Free Church, Ekukhumbuleni Free Gospel Mission, ed by the Ministry of Health has
Nkhungwini Free Evangelical Church, Seventh Day Adventist, Nkhungwini revealed some damning facts
Bhananeni Jericho Church, Vessels of Honour, Gwamile Apostle, Makhosi- about the SRHR of Orphaned
ni A.M.E, Nzongomane FECF, Emseni Cornerstone, Edwaleni FECF, Galile and Vulnerable girls in Eswatini.
Church in Zion, The Jerusalem Church in Zion, Ekujabuleni Free Evangeli- According to the study orphaned
cal, Mantambe FEA and Mathambe A.M.E respectively.
girls are more likely to engage in
The focus of the training was to galvanize the church to take action in the
sexual intercourse at a very tender
fight against GBV and TP within the church and the community at large.
age as compared to their non-orThe church still remains one of the most powerful drivers of change in
phaned counterparts. The study
our society. Church leaders and Pastors still command significant respect
has revealed that 9% of OVC girls
amongst congregants and the community. During the training the leadyounger than the age of 15 have
ers were empowered on facts about the double threat of GBV and TP on
already had sexual intercourse
the socio-economic development of Eswatini. They were also oriented on
compared to 6.4% of non OVC
our Family Conferencing (FC) concept which is a very powerful tool in
girls.
building the strength of the family to ensure the protection of children and
adults. The concept is a structured way of the “Endlini kagogo” approach of
dealing with family crises in the Swazi
culture. It allows families to use readily available internal resources to deal
with calamities.
The Pastors were also oriented on
key provisions of the Sexual Offences
and Domestic Violence Act of 2018
(SODV). The SODV is a relatively new piece of legislation that was enacted
by the country in 2018. It repeals The Girls and Women’s Protection Act
Mrs Verna Mamba addressing theof 1920. The aim of the SODV is to decisively deal with Sexual Offences and
participants during the plenary.
Domestic Violence in Eswatini. The Leaders were also sensitized about our
referral systems and procedures.
Building Relationships Endurance and Dignity
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Women play a pivotal role in
the socio-economic and political
development
#THINK SMART; BUILD EQUALLY, INNOVATE FOR CHANGE

WOMEN’S DAY

Shiselweni I Indvuna Yenkhundla Mr Sifiso Khumalo, NATICC Executive Director Mr Sisekelo Nzima participating on the Women’s Day event at Mantambe.

March is women’s month and the 8th is internationally recognized as Women’s Day.
This day is specifically reserved for celebrating the achievements and contribution of
women in the whole continuum of our society. On this day we celebrate our women for
being the pillars that hold families and households together in good and in tough times.
Women play a pivotal role in the socio-economic and political development of communities and this beautiful Kingdom of Eswatini. On the 15th day of March 2019 NATICC
again took the time to celebrate local women for their resilience, hard work, strength,
boldness and their amazing beauty.
In a bid to appreciate and celebrate our women in the communities NATICC collaborated with the Shiselweni 1 constituency and Manyandzeni Chiefdom and celebrated International Women’s Day with 61 women and 19 men from the Manyandzeni Chiefdom.
The theme was “THINK SMART; BUILD EQUALLY, INNOVATE FOR CHANGE”
which was the a customized national theme for International Women’s Day. The program
for the day included speeches from the NATICC Executive Director Mr Sisekelo Nzima,
local Constituency Headman Sifiso Khumalo, and Manyandzeni Chiefdom Headman Mr
Dlamini. The proceedings for the day also included sensitization on the latest trends in
GBV and the Sexual Offences and Domestic Violence Act of 2018. Entertainment on the
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day included song and dance by the local women.
The speakers on the day took turns in appreciating the role
that women play in the family, community and country. As
NATICC we honor and celebrate all our women in Eswatini
for their immense and devoted contribution to the socio-economic development of our beautiful Kingdom. WE SALUTE
YOU!!!.
Many women in the country still face huge challenges including Gender Based Violence and fermicides. Intimate partner
violence is still one of the most pervasive forms of GBV that
women face every day. Other harmful practices against women
and girls include assault, dowry related murder, marital rape,
verbal assault and life-threatening deprivation that causes
physical and psychological harm.
However, with the emergence of the SODV and other punitive measures aimed at addressing the GBV pandemic the future looks good for the country and our women.

Failure to report a sexual offence is a crime

Ms Siphesihle Myeza making her remarks
during a church dialogue.
Underpinned by its desire and mandate to completely
eliminate GBV and TP within the church and its surrounding communities NATICC successfully implemented church dialogues for the 1st quarter. A total

of 7 church dialogues were conducted during this
quarter. The dialogues were conducted at Swedich
Free Church, Nzongomane FECF Church, Mantambe
Free Evangelical Church, Jerusalem Church in Zion,
Nkhungwini Evangelical Church, Bhananeni Jericho
Church and Ekukhanyeni FECF Church respectively.
The eradication of GBV and TP within the church
still remains a top priority for NATICC. Whilst policies, laws and guidelines are so pivotal in the fight
against these social ills our society also need God’s
wisdom and relevance. Empirical evidence that the
body of Christ is also very susceptible to GBV and TP
and hence the need to seek the buy in of the church
in pursuing social justice for all. The church need to
amplify their voices in advocating for the abused,
vulnerable and the violated in our society today. The
church can no longer afford to back its buildings with
grieving souls, victims of abuse and pretend all is well.
The church today is riddled with pregnant teenagers,
Building Relationships Endurance and Dignity
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abused congregants and perpetrators.
During the dialogues we engaged the
church in meaningful and robust discussions on GBV, TP and the SODV
Act of 2018. Pastors were encouraged
to refer all matters that pertain to
sexual offences in order for them to
avoid falling victim to some provisions of the SODV. Section 70 of the
SODV states categorically clear that
any person who witnesses or receives
any information of a sexual offence or
has reasonable grounds to believe that
a sexual offence has taken place or is
about to take place, shall report the
case to the police or to the relevant
structure. The Act further states that

failure to report is a criminal offence
and is liable on conviction to pay a
fine or a term of imprisonment or
both.
Moreover, section 71 of the SODV
further stipulates that any person
who coerces a victim of a sexual
offence not to report the offence or
to withdraw a complaint to the police
regarding the offence because of their
interest or the interest of another
person commits an offence that can
attract very stiff penalties. If found
guilty of this offence a person can pay
a fine of up to E25, 000 or a jail term
of 5 years or both.

Ignorance of the law is
no excuse
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NATICC has continued to conduct parents dialogues in an effort to
ensure that each and every parent knows all the laws that he/she is
presumed to know. Every Swazi has a duty to know all the laws that
have been promulgated by the country and therefore neglect to become
acquainted with them is voluntary ignorance. The law imputes knowledge of all laws to all persons within its jurisdiction.
During the parents dialogues NATICC has continued to engage parents
and care givers in vigorous discussions on issues of GBV, TP and child
protection. During the dialogues we have deliberately prioritized the
sensitization of the communities on the SODV Act of 2018 and Children’s Protection and Welfare Act of 2012 (CPWA).
The SODV is a new Act that was promulgated by the country late in
2018. Many of the provisions of the Act have been topics of hot debate
especially amongst men. The contentious provisions in the Act include
Building Relationships Endurance and Dignity

rape, incest, sexual assault, unlawful stalking, commercial sexual activities, offences involving children, sexual
harassment, and the provisions that pertain to domestic violence. Many men feel like the Act is biased against
them and only protect women.
The dialogues have given NATICC the platform to dispel some of the misconceptions and myths about the
SODV. There is still a need to accelerate the sensitization more especially amongst males.
NATICC succeeded in conducting 3 parents’ dialogues which were conducted in Mantambe, Nzongomane and
Nkhungwini respectively.

Nkhungwini community members posing for a group photo with NATICC prevention officers.
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Shiselweni commemorate World Tuberculosis (TB) Day

Screen your
child for TB
today

On the 22nd day of March the Shiselweni region had the great honor of
hosting the commemoration of World TB Day. Each year on the 24th day of
March the world raise public awareness about the devastating health, social
and economic consequences of TB and to step up efforts to end this scourge.
TB remains the world’s deadliest infectious killers. According to a study that
was conducted by the World Health Organization, each day nearly 4500
people lose their lives to TB and close to 30,000 people fall ill with this preventable and curable disease.
The international theme for this years’ commemoration was Ïts time”. This
theme was then localized to Ïts time to end TB in children.
The event was attended by an array of stakeholders who included various
government ministries and departments, NGOs, CBOs, FBO and health
institutions. The event commenced at 8:30 with a march that started from
Mathendele community to the King Sobhuza Memorial Stadium where
most of the activities took place.
Key messages for the day included upscaling screening children for TB and
giving them the correct medication. Giving TB a red card was also one of
the key messages for the day.

NATICC’s stall in action
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UPCOMING COMMEMORATIONS
Sexual Assault Awareness Month
Sexual Assault Awareness Month (SAAM) is an annual campaign to raise public awareness about sexual assault
and educate communities and individuals on how to prevent sexual violence. It is observed in April.
Each year during the month of April, state, territory, tribal and community-based organizations, rape crisis
centers, government agencies, businesses, campuses and individuals plan events and activities to highlight sexual
violence as a public health, human rights and social justice issue and reinforce the need for prevention efforts.
According to the Sexual Offences and Domestic Violence Act of 2018, sexual assault is a person who unlawfully
commits a sexual violation against another person, without the consent of that other person commits the offence
of sexual assault.
Sexual violation includes any act, not being an act of sexual penetration, which causes−
a) direct or indirect contact between the genital organs or anus of another person or breasts, in the case of a female, and any part of the body of another person or an animal, or any object, including any object resembling or
representing the genital organs or anus of a person or an animal;
(b) Direct or indirect contact between the mouth of one person and−
(i) The genital organs or anus of another person or, in the case of a female, her breasts;
(ii) The mouth of another person;
(iii) any other part of the body of another person, (excluding the genital organs or anus of that person or breasts,
in the case of a female) which could be used in 15 an act of sexual penetration, cause sexual arousal or stimulation or be sexually aroused or stimulated thereby; or
(iv) any object resembling the genital organs or anus of an animal;
(c) direct or indirect contact between the mouth of the complainant and the genital organs or anus of an animal;
(d) the masturbation of one person by another person; or
(e) the insertion of any object resembling or representing the genital organs of a person or animal, into or beyond the mouth of another person.

International Day of the African Child
June 16th is Day of the African Child. It was first established by the Organization of the African Unity in 1991.
The day aims at raising awareness for the situation of children in African, and on the need for continuing improvement in education. It encourages people’s spirit of abundance to share something special with a child in
Africa.
The series aims to maintain momentum and build on strategies to prevent stillbirths and provide better care to
women and families following stillbirth.

Building Relationships Endurance and Dignity
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NATICC Staff Activities
Marjon Meyer Corporate Training

NATICC Staff posing for a photo after achieving a Personal and Proffesional Mastery
throught Emotional Intelligence Programme

Birthday Celebration

Celebrating one of our own, Case Worker Ms Verna Mamba who was adding a year. Staff
members share a light moment with her on her special day.
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NATICC Staff Activities
Celebrating the 27th Anniversary

Mr & Mrs Nupen were celebrating their 27th anniversary, NATICC staff were also sharing the
moment. The event was held at Summerfield Luxury Resort and Botanical Gardens, Malkerns.
Building Relationships Endurance and Dignity
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Contributors
Mr Sisekelo Nzima
NATICC Staff

Thank You

E

ach person who shared a story has contributed
to the improvement of NATICC’s programs and
work in Eswatini.

Mr Kenneth Makhanya
Mr Tyson T. Nhlabathi - layouts and photography

ACRONYMS
AIDS
CA
CBV
CIA
CPO
CPWA
DCS
DFEF
FECF
GBV
H2H
HIV
M&E
NATICC
NGO
NORAD
Sahee
SDHS
SODV
SRHR
STI
TP
TPP
UNICEF
USAID
VAC
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Acquired Immune-deficiency Syndrome
Catchment Area
Community Based Volunteer
Central Intelligence Agency
Child Protection Officer
Children’s Protection and Welfare Act
Domestic Violence, Child Protection and Sexual Offences Unit
De frieEvangeliskeForsamlinger
Free Evangelical Christian Fellowship
Gender-based Violence
Home to home
Human Immune Virus
Monitoring and Evaluation
Nhlangano AIDS Training, Information and Counselling Centre
Non-governmental Organization
Norwegian Agency for development Cooperation
Sustainability for Agriculture, Health, Education and Environment
Swaziland Demographic Health Survey
Sexual Offences and Domestic Violence Act
Sexual Reproductive Health Rights
Sexually Transmitted Infection
Teenage Pregnancy
Teenage Pregnancy Prevention
United Nations Children’s Fund
United States Agency for International Development
Violence Against Children
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Google Maps

Directions on foot

Satelite map
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Shiselweni Region located at Bethesda Mission, corner of Sililo
Avenue, Ndvungunye Street
P.O. BOX 1683, NHLANGANO, SWAZILAND
TEL: 22079797, FAX: 22079796
EMAIL: info@naticc.org.sz
WEBSITE: www.naticc.org.sz

